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FSR UPDATE
The latest news from the Florida Stroke Registry

Another Year of Funding!
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We had a fantastic conclusion to the 2021 legislative
session, successfully obtaining the Governor's signature
of approval for the appropriation of funds (25% more than
last year) for the Florida Stroke Registry (FSR). We
cannot thank you all enough for being so responsive to
our call to action. It is certain, that because of your
support the FSR's next year of work (July 1, 2021 - June
30, 2022) has been secured. We look forward to
continuing to improve the quality of stroke care, and we
are most grateful to the FSR stroke centers, who provide
the valuable data that allows us to develop evidencebased results that inform and develop interventions.
Thank you all for the continued opportunity to work
together and to contribute in the most positive, productive
manner to the lives of Floridians.
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Paul Coverdell Acute Stroke Program
Awarded (to us!)
We have more good news! The UM FSR team was invited by the DOH to work together
to submit a proposal in March for the 2021 funding opportunity from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention's Paul Coverdell Acute Stroke Program Award. We have
recently been notified, and we are proud to announce, that Florida and its FSR is one
of the thirteen possible awards in the nation!
We are
included in
that number of
only 13 states
funded!

Coverdell funds will be provided to the DOH's Bureau of Chronic Disease Prevention
(BCDP) and the Bureau of Emergency Management Operations (BEMO). The UM FSR will
be contracted to work with the DOH agencies to conduct a three-year project that will:
Integrate pre- and post- hospital data into the FSR (UM-FSR; BCDP; BEMO)
Participate in DOH Leadership Team to define “team-based approaches” for health
system changes (UM-FSR; BCDP; BEMO)
Facilitate creation of statewide local stroke coalitions (UM-FSR; BCDP; BEMO)
Establish the systematic use of FSR Regional Dashboards in local stroke coalitions to
improve the quality of stroke care across systems (UM-FSR)
Promote stroke coalition recruitment of community member representation (i.e.,
Community Health Workers, stroke patient/caregivers) (UM-FSR)
Develop stroke education for Community Health Workers (UM-FSR)
Develop and implement 911 dispatcher B.E.F.A.S.T training (BEMO)
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CLOSING

ANNUAL

2020-2021:

FSR

DASHBOARDS

&

REPORT

The FSR provides three kinds of dashboards that track, measure, and benchmark stroke performance
and outcomes. As we end the 2020-2021 year, please remember to review the most recently released
2020 edition. If you are unfamiliar with these, please see below the overview on each:
1) The Annual Statewide Dashboard

The dashboard displays annual Florida Stroke Registry data compared to national data in the same
year, and stratified by race/ethnicity and sex. The aggregate report is publicly available here.
2) The Annual Hospital Disparity Dashboard

These hospital-specific dashboards provide individualized acute stroke care metrics stratified by
race/ethnicity/sex and benchmarked at the regional and state level. Only FSR participating stroke
centers may see their own sites data. Access is password restricted. If you have never seen your
hospitals data at the website, please contact us. Feel free to take a look at a sample here
3) The Regional Dashboard

These county (or cluster of small counties)-specific dashboards
provide graphics of data reperfusion performance and outcome

FSR DASHBOARD
UTILITY SURVEY

measures from hospitals within defined geographic areas, which
are benchmarked to each other and to county level aggregate
data. Access is password restricted. Please contact us for more
info and feel free to take a look at a sample here.
If you have reviewed any of the dashboards, please scan or click the
QR code to provide us your thoughts on the dashboards and how we
may improve them
Access

Review

Feedback

2020-2021 FSR Annual Report

Please be on the look out for the FSR Annual Report to be posted at
the website in the next few weeks. Within the reformatted, online
report you will find more information on the 2020 FSR Dashboards
and Dashboard Utility Survey describe above, as well as summaries
and infographics of our latest results. The report has been designed
to provide an overview of this past years activities, accomplishments,
and upcoming goals with links on the website where greater details
are offered. We hope you'll find it informative and that you'll love it!
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9th Annual FSR Stakeholder Meeting

December 9-11, 2021

We are on track for the 9th Annual FSR Stakeholder Meeting
to be held at the Ritz Carlton in Orlando. Thanks to those who
have already RSVP'd at the website, and we hope that the rest
of you will use the QR code below/right to register. While at
the registration site, help us make this a great reunion and
informative meeting by providing suggestions on topics you
would like to hear at the meeting. Below are some of the great
ideas provided so far.
EMS/Hospital Coalitions
Outreach models to reduce disparities among Spanish-speaking populations
Telemedicine neuro assessments
Reducing transfer times for intervention.
AHA Stroke Updates

9th

Annual FSR
Stakeholder Meeting
AT A GLANCE

RSVP Here
Please make sure to sign up.
Besides knowing that we will
see you, we want to make
sure everyone who will be
staying at the hotel
($189/night) has submitted
their RSVP no later than
November 9th so that
arrangements can be made.
Meeting reminders and
updates will be posted on the
website, and sent through
listserv.
More to come soon....
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Publication
Corner
Please take a minute to visit our website and view the latest FSR manuscript, by Sai
Polineni et al. Sex and Race-Ethnic Disparities in Door-to-CT Time in Acute Ischemic
Stroke: in The Florida Stroke Registry (reporting continued disparities in time to
treatment). Please click below to view this paper among other FSR manuscripts.

ALSO, WE HOPE YOU WILL JOIN US FOR OUR
UPCOMING VIRTUAL JOURNAL CLUB!
We have created a virtual journal club in combination with
our educational listserv series "Friday Food For Thought"
(FriFFT) where we present the latest stroke research in a
summarized format that entices you to read the full article.
The journal club will meet by zoom meeting every other
month and will feature one of the FriFFT articles which will
be presented by an FSR student or team member. However,
we encourage our FSR Stakeholders to not only join the
meeting, but also submit and present an article.
Our first Virtual Journal Club is scheduled July 21 at noon.
The FriFFT summary to the right will be presented. We
hope you'll join us (zoom room below)

Meeting ID: 931 9845 5743
Passcode

478476

